Cultural Dimension in Emotion Recognition for Human Machine Interaction
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Abstract—Human emotion recognition is a multidimensional task. In this paper we study the effect of the cultural dimension in emotion recognition models and their use in human computer interaction. We prepared two experiments to analyze the consequences of disregarding culture in emotion recognition models. The results show that failing to consider the user’s culture while applying emotion recognition techniques in interaction scenarios decreases the system’s performance, making the emotional input meaningless and detrimental to the system and interaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of emotion recognition started more than two decades ago. The task of automatically recognizing emotions is complex and multidimensional, and it is still an ongoing challenge [3] [5].

Emotions and communication are inseparable [1]. The interaction between people strongly depends on the emotional understanding of the interacting parties. Based on this fact, it is necessary to include emotion understanding in human and machine interactions in order to improve mutual understanding and system efficacy.

Overall, emotion recognition models do not consider the individual’s context in any level. The recognition is usually performed in a straightforward manner, ignoring personal characteristics of the individuals. In daily life, however, several individual cues are a key in our understanding of another individual’s expressions.

One basic and important dimension of an individual’s context and identity is the cultural background. Culture molds and influences the cognitive and emotional experiences of individuals [8]. Thus, it is our interest to investigate the effect of the cultural background in emotion recognition models and its further effect in human machine interaction.

In this paper, we focus on the cultural aspect of the emotion recognition and we study further its effect, not only in emotion recognition models but also the consequences of ignoring culture in interactions between man and machine, where the user’s emotions are being considered.

Using an existing emotion database [12], we build emotion recognition models using culture as a variable to study its effect on the recognition precision. Most of the available emotion recognition studies ignore the cultural factor. It is our interest to understand the consequences of disregarding this factor in an emotion recognition model.

To understand the effect of culture in human-machine interaction we embed the models in an interaction system. The original purpose of including an emotion recognition model in such system consists in obtaining deeper knowledge of the user’s inner state in order to reach better performance and provide more satisfaction to the user. Thus, we will explore what happens to these goals when culture is ignored in the interaction.

The interaction system selected for the tests is an eyeglass design system [13] that considers the user’s face type and his or her taste to design eyeglasses that are highly satisfying for the user. This system is based on the interaction between user and system. Its output is modified based on the user’s feedback about eyeglass preference. We consider this system is a good candidate to test the emotion recognition models, since it would benefit from the extra knowledge of the user’s internal state to provide a better eyeglass output for the user. Thus, the emotion recognition models are embedded in the eyeglass system for our human-machine interaction experiment.

In the next section we present a brief review of studies about culture and emotion in different fields. Sections III and IV describe our experiments and finally, in section V, we discuss our findings.

II. BACKGROUND

The field of affective computing originated by understanding the important role emotions play in human interaction, namely, decision making, perception, learning, etc. [10]. Ever since, the research on emotion recognition has advanced and evolved over time [5] [14] and yet, due to the complexity of the task, it remains an ongoing challenge. One of the goals of this research is to provide machines with the understanding of the emotional internal state of the user to improve the interaction.
Most of the research on emotion recognition is based on the assumption that the expressions of emotion are universal. This assumption has strong origins in the work of Paul Ekman and his findings on what he describes as a set of six basic universal expressions [4].

Scherer et al. describe in their state of the art review [14] the advances on the debate of both universality and specificity of emotions. In his paper, the surveyed works show that it is not possible to assume that emotions are universal, but there seems to be a lack of psychological evidence to support either position.

In previous years, the cultural question has been revisited. Failure to reach an emotion recognition agreement from individuals of India and US was found in [6], using a cross-cultural analysis similar to Ekman’s research.

Through a visual perception analysis, the group of Jack et al. found strong evidence against the hypothesis of universality of emotions [7]. Their research shows that the westerners and easterners do not represent the hypothetical six basic emotions with the same facial movements. On top of this finding, the results of their work show that intensity of the emotions varies in eye dynamics among cultures. The results depict the strong influence culture has on shaping emotional behavior.

Based on these works, it is in our interest to analyze the effect of the cultural dimension in emotion recognition as well. The work in [11] shows initial hints of emotion specificity, while comparing among three geographical cultures: America, Asia and Europe.

It is our goal in the current paper to study further the effect of culture in the recognition of emotions. Then, based on the results, our second goal is to study the influence of culture in human support interaction systems.

III. CULTURALLY AWARE EMOTION RECOGNITION MODEL

The link between culture and the display or understanding of emotions has been demonstrated in several studies [2][7], including hints of its effect in the recognition of spontaneous emotions [11].

Using the data from Japanese and Latin-American subjects introduced in [12], we develop an emotion recognition system to analyze further the effect of culture consideration in automatic emotion recognition systems.

The emotional database contains spontaneous emotional expressions of subjects from Japan and Latin America and it includes both feature tagging of the face and emotional labels. Each entry in this database consists of 5 seconds of data in different formats with the reactions of a participant after observing a visual stimulus.

From the contents of the database, we have chosen to work with the valence dimension (how positive or negative is an emotion), using the emotional labels (self-report) included in the database. We have selected the positive and negative interactions and the degree of positive valence (+1 or +2) and negative valence (-1 or -2). Also, we have chosen to work with the facial points included in the database that were obtained from a high speed camera (30FPS) recording the subjects’ reactions.

To create the emotion recognition models, we work with Support Vector Machines (SVM), RBF kernel, using the python toolbox Scikit [9]. After empirical trials using the selected emotional data, we have chosen to work with 1 seconds of video (30 frames) and a subset of the 68 facial points. A total of 16 points in three dimensions are selected to create the models. Fig. 1 shows the position of those 16 facial coordinates.

First, models were trained per culture to represent the recognition inside of the same culture. The precision results inside the same culture are obtained by presenting cases of the same culture to the model. Then, to understand the influence the cultural factor has in the recognition, those models are tested with data from the opposite culture.

There are two steps in our approach to recognize the participant’s emotion. First, the expression is catalogued as positive or negative and then it is evaluated its degree of positivity or negativity.

A. In-culture emotion recognition

A Latin American and a Japanese emotion recognition models are trained using exclusive data from each culture. Also, for comparison purposes, all data was mixed together and used to train a third model. The data is segmented in 10 folds and through grid search procedures the optimal model for each set of data is selected and then tested through cross-validation.

Table 1 shows the precision of recognition per culture in positive and negative valence. It is important to note how mixing both cultures in a single set does not produce betterment in the recognition results.

Given that the mix of cultures did not produce satisfactory results, we continue working with the two cultural groups only.

B. Cross-cultural emotion recognition

The majority of the studies concerning recognition of emotions do not consider the cultural dimension. In this second part of the modeling, our interest is to understand the effect of disregarding user’s culture when proceeding to recognize his or her emotion.

![Sixteen facial points chosen for the emotion recognition model. Each point corresponds to a 3D coordinate.](image)
In order to do this, we classify the data from a cultural group using the model created with data from the opposite culture in the previous section, and thus, the Latin American model is tested with Japanese data and the opposite.

Table 2 presents the results of the cross-cultural test. The columns represent the culture used to train the models, while the rows represent the culture tested. For example, the original results of Japanese positive valence was 61.5%, but when the same data is tested using a recognition model trained with Latin-American data, the precision rate decreases to 50%. A performance decrease is observed in all the conditions.

Then, we proceed to analyze the degree of positive or negative valence using the same procedure. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of the test. In this case, it is easier for the model to recognize milder valence of emotion (+/-1) in comparison with stronger valence of the emotion (+/-2), suggesting more variation in the expression of higher valence expressions.

An interesting case in our test in which the precision rate is similar to the original rate, happened when the Japanese data was tested using the Latin-American model. The original recognition precision rate was 61.1% and through the Latin-American model we obtain 63%. This finding suggests that there are similar expressions between Japanese and Latin American very negative emotions but there is more variation in the way Japanese people express them in comparison with the Latin American culture.

The results of the cross-cultural test show that indeed there is a performance decrease when data from an unknown culture is introduced to the model. Thus, it is important to consider the cultural dimension of the individuals that are subject to the emotion recognition model.

IV. HUMAN MACHINE INTERACTION EXPERIMENT

In general, an emotion recognition model is attached to interaction systems hoping to grasp more information about the users’ internal state, in order to increase the system performance and the user’s satisfaction. In this interaction experiment, our goal is to assess the consequences in performance produced by the disregard of users’ cultural background when an emotion recognition model is included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latinamer.</td>
<td>60.9%</td>
<td>53.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
<td>57.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix</td>
<td>54.5%</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. CROSS-CULTURE EMOTION RECOGNITION PRECISION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latinam.</td>
<td>60.9%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. CROSS-CULTURE EMOTION RECOGNITION PRECISION INSIDE OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE VALENCE (POSITIVE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test \ Train</td>
<td>Latinam.</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinam.</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV. CROSS-CULTURE EMOTION RECOGNITION PRECISION INSIDE OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE VALENCE (NEGATIVE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test \ Train</td>
<td>Latinam.</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinam.</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>62.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having acknowledged the importance of culture in emotion recognition models, the next step of our study is to analyze the effect of the cultural dimension in a human machine interaction system scenario. For this experiment we chose an eyeglass design system [13].

This interactive system takes the user’s subjective opinion of the produced eyeglasses to design in each iteration new eyeglasses that match better the user’s preference or taste. We included our emotion recognition model in this interaction to obtain information on the user’s internal state about each pair of eyeglasses presented to him or her, and to use this emotional information as an alternate input to the system to describe the user’s preference to the product.

A. Original eyeglass system layout and interaction

The system receives as an initial input a picture of the user’s face. An example can be seen in fig. 2 left. Then, facial points are selected from the picture: three points from one eyebrow, one point per each iris and one point in the middle of this and the facial contour. Using this information to feed an interactive genetic algorithm (IGA) based in eyeglass design rules; the system generates an initial group of glasses.

The user evaluates each pair of eyeglasses based on his or her opinion about them on a scale from -2 to 2, using an evaluation screen like the one that is presented in fig. 2 right. After, the user must evaluate three different characteristics of the glasses: shape, width of the border and size. These characteristics have to be evaluated as negative, neutral or positive. Finally, the user must choose the best glasses from each generation.

![Fig. 2: Screenshots of the user eyeglass design system user interface. On the left an example of a picture inputted to the system. On the right the evaluation screen, with an example of a pair of glasses designed by the system based on the input picture and face feature points.](Image)
The general evaluation corresponds to the fitness evaluation for each individual (eyeglass). The partial evaluations are saved for mutation indices. Then, the individual chosen as best of the generation is chosen as elite individual, thus carried to the next generation. The user can continue getting and selecting eyeglasses until reaching satisfaction.

B. Eyeglass system modifications and experimental design

The eyeglass design system has been adapted for experimental purposes. From each generation, four eyeglasses are presented to the subject, one by one. First, the eyeglasses image is presented to the subject for 5 seconds, after this the evaluation panel is displayed (as shown in fig. 2, right).

After the user has evaluated the four eyeglasses, he/she must choose which one he/she considers to be the best. An example of this evaluation screen can be observed in fig. 3. The user can continue this process until reaching satisfaction, or after reaching the 10th generation.

In order to evaluate the system’s performance, once the subject has chosen the glasses that satisfy him/her the most, the system presents a final screen with two of the best glasses created by the system and two eyeglasses created randomly. The user must rank the four eyeglasses according to preference. Fig. 4 shows an example of this screen. In the figure, the two eyeglasses in the top row correspond to the eyeglasses designed by the system and the bottom 2 eyeglasses correspond to random production. The user is naïve about the randomly produced eyeglasses.

In this experiment there are three different evaluation scenarios: (1) Subject’s correct culture emotion recognition model, (2) Subject’s wrong culture emotion recognition model, (3) No emotion recognition (from now on we will refer to as “Direct Evaluation”). Each participant of the experiment evaluates each of the three scenarios.

In the scenarios (1) and (2), when the direct evaluation is not used, the system considers the emotional reactions of the participants after observing each picture of the eyeglasses as “general evaluation of the eyeglasses”. Thus, the system considers if the reaction was positive or negative and the degree of the emotion expression. For example, a very negative emotional expression at the time of observing the eyeglasses will represent a “-2” evaluation.

C. Experimental results

Nineteen people (10 Latin-American and 9 Japanese) participated in the experiment. They all came voluntarily and signed a participation agreement after listening to the explanation of the tasks.

The correctness of the system production was confirmed through the ranking among top eyeglasses and random eyeglasses in each scenario. This means that the system is indeed capable of designing eyeglasses that match the user’s taste.

Furthermore, fig. 6 presents the performance comparison of both emotion recognition models in the system. The label “Correct-Culture Emo” refers to the scenario in which the expressions of the user were analyzed using the emotion recognition model of his/her culture. For example, if the subject’s culture is Japanese, it refers to the case in which the Japanese emotion recognition model was utilized. On the other hand the label “Wrong-Culture Emo” refers to the case in which the emotion recognition model does not correspond to
the participant’s culture. For example, if the subject’s culture is Latin-American, it refers to the case in which the Japanese emotion recognition model was utilized.

The results show that the eyeglasses produced by the user’s correct emotion recognition model are preferred in comparison with the eyeglasses produced by using the model that did not match the user’s culture. This time we consider a “good” preference if the eyeglass is chosen as first or second in the final ranking performed by the user. Wilcoxon rank sum test shows that the results presented in fig. 6 have a significance of $p < 0.05$.

Finally, fig. 7 shows the performance comparison between the eyeglasses produced by the direct evaluations of the participants (through the interface general evaluation of each eyeglass) and the ones produced using the subject’s reaction to each eyeglass considering the subject’s culture.

The results do not show a significant difference between both groups, this finding suggest that the emotion recognition model considering the correct culture can perform as good as a direct evaluation from the users of the system.

Within the three different scenarios of the experimental set up, the one that performed the worst was the scenario in which the emotion recognition system failed to match the participant’s culture. This finding shows that whilst trying to obtain a better performance by aiming to understanding the participant’s emotions and expressions, the performance of the interaction system might be compromised if the cultural dimension is not considered.

V. DISCUSSION

From the point of view of interaction between human and machine, adding the user’s emotional state as part of the input to a system is expected to benefit the interaction. The pillars of affective computing are based on the ideal of creating machines and systems that can understand better its users to provide a richer and more human experience and to improve the system’s performance in comparison with systems that cannot comprehend the user’s emotional expressions.

A. Culture in emotion recognition models

Using spontaneous data, several models were trained grouping per cultures: a western culture (Latin-American) and an eastern culture (Japanese). After obtaining baseline results for recognition rates inside of the same culture, the trained models were switched and tested with data from the opposite culture. The decrease in the recognition rates show that the cultural factor is important for emotion recognition models.

Based on this result, we consider it is important to have cultural aware emotion recognition models. Even though different cultures may have common expressiveness points – as presented, for example, in the case of Latin-American very negative expressions in comparison with those of Japanese individuals – in general, the model’s performance is expected to decrease.

B. Culture in interaction scenarios where emotion is considered

After observing the emotion recognition’s rate decreasing as a result of ignoring the user’s cultural background, our next step was to investigate the possible effects when using such models in interaction environments regardless of culture.

The experiment in section IV proves how the whole system performance suffers from using models that do not match or do not consider the user’s culture. It is disadvantageous to ignore the cultural dimension. Thus, it is better to avoid including an emotional input when the cultures used to train the emotional model do not match the user’s culture.
Comparison between the eyeglasses produced in the direct evaluation scenario and the correct culture emotion recognition scenario. No significant difference was presented between both scenarios.

On the other hand, we confirmed with our experiment that using an emotion recognition model that matches the user’s culture translates into good system performance.

There was no significant difference between the satisfaction of the user when the eyeglasses were based on the user’s expressiveness or based on the direct feedback from the user. This finding suggests that an emotion recognition system that includes the cultural dimension is reliable and robust.

C. Implications for future work

The results of the present study, as well as the research of several research groups from multiple fields sustain the importance of culture consideration when dealing with recognition of emotions.

Instead of trying to fit every single individual with a single global/universal emotion recognition system, we suggest that more individual dimensions and model purpose are considered in the system design stages.

The understanding of human beings in any level is multidimensional and requires a deep comprehension of the individual’s background and context. We believe a dimension as important as culture should be strongly taken in consideration at the time of constructing affective models.
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